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Abstract
With the rising popularity of video streaming services, Quality of Experience (QoE) acts as the crucial role in improving
user’s experience. Distinguished from Quality of Service (QoS), which mainly weigh the video streaming quality with network
transmission performance, QoE focuses on the subjective and user-oriented assessment when users views the videos online. It
is a vital issue for online streaming to ensure a user-satisfied transmission under dynamic network. This highlights the need for
an accurate and feasible QoE model to balance the user experience and available transmission bandwidth. This paper summaries
and analyzes existing explorations on QoE models for online video streaming, especially with the advancement on emerged
learning-based models, to promote the development of this research field.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is reported that people spend 6.8 hours per week watching various types of online videos in average, which performs a
59% increase on time since 2016 [1]. Besides, the popularity of subscription video on-demand (SVOD) services rapidly rise
by 17% over 2018 as 70% online viewers subscribe to one or more SVOD services. The global video streaming market was
worth 42.6 billion dollars in 2019 and expected to register a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 20.4% till 2027 [2].
When facing vast online consumer demand, it is essential to supervise and maintain the streaming quality for users’ viewing
satisfaction. Hence, how to quantify the performance of various online streaming services for viewers becomes a key problem
to upgrade online services [3]–[5]. Existing researches on this topic have gone through four stages as below, from handcrafted
rating to mathematical modeling.
A. Quality of Service (QoS) Monitoring
QoS is first defined in 1994 [6] by International Telecommunication Union (ITU), which measures the quality of video
transmission considering various factors, e.g., service stability, service availability, service reliability, and service scalability. It
describes the service quality via objective attributes while neglecting the experience perceived by the viewers. As a sequence,
users can experience diversified extent of satisfaction even with the same level of QoS.
B. Subjective Test
For online streaming service, the viewing experience from the receiver client is crucial to assess service quality. And the
most related factor of viewing experience is various to different video contents. For example, people expect a smaller initial
delay when viewing short films (≤1 min) or shifting from one to another; while watching long movies or tv shows (≥ 0.5
hour), high-definition content and broadcast without rebuffering could provide a satisfying viewing experience.
Given that the importance of users’ viewing feedback to service quality, [7] defines a new criterion named as QoE, which
describes users’ delight or annoyance levels when using an application or service. And the QoE was adopted by the ITU
in 2016. Different from QoS, QoE aims to assess the streaming quality from users’ perspective. The most intuitive way
to obtain QoE is to conduct subjective tests under a controllable environment. Large-scale subjective tests provide a more
common measurement of viewers’ satisfaction but cost too much time and effort. It is tough to spread subjective test for QoE
measurement of streaming services.
C. Objective Quality Model
To avoid time-consuming subjective ratings, Some researches [9]–[13], [15], [17]–[22], [24] propose objective QoE models to
estimate views’ experience in online streaming. These models are proposed via objective quality factor (e.g., the accumulation
of physical errors) in a mathematical function which accord with a limited set of subjective data. Without the need for human
resources, the whole process of QoE estimation can be completed on one end device by using objective quality model. As a
result, in the context of video streaming, objective quality model is the more suitable choice rather than subjective test.
Based on Shannon’s Information theory, a variety of models [10]–[15] directly correlate the streaming quality with the fidelity
of transmitted content. These models leverage the objective video distortion to measure the subjective experience degradation.
However, these methods ignore the viewer’s perceptual experience. It becomes a hit that integrating content visual features
into the quality model [16], [17]. Besides, quantified network descriptor are also taken into consideration [13], [18]–[21] to
further emphasize the impact of network fluctuation on perceptual quality, which combines QoS and QoE models.
D. Data-driven Quality model
Since above methods emerge from scale-limited service feedbacks, the extracted models are commonly restricted to few
quality distortion factors and hand-crafted feature representation. With the vast expansion of online streaming market, more
service data are accessible for QoE research. Conventional quality representations hardly work with massive data in a general
way. Besides, learning-based methods (e.g., support vector machine (SVM), convolution neural network (CNN)) show a more
superior performance on content feature extraction. More researches exploit these architectures to handle QoE model in a
data-driven way. Compared with previous researches, QoE study for online streaming is further categorized into two kinds:
general QoE model which depicts overall video quality and continuous QoE that describes the instant perceived quality at any
moment during video playback. Especially, for more accurate temporal feature analysis, Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and
its variants are widely used in continuous QoE metrics.
In this paper, we pay more attention the studies on Objective quality model and Data-driven quality model for online
streaming QoE. The following sections are organized as follows. Section II introduces basic objective quality models and their
application in online streaming QoE. In Section III, recent researches on data-driven quality model are analyzed. In Section
IV, we conclude current QoE models and further summary the challenges and possible future direction in the field of QoE
estimation for online streaming.
II. OBJECTIVE QUALITY MODEL
Most objective quality models take the signal receiving and processing behavior of Human Visual System (HVS) into
consideration for better perceptual quality description. HVS performs sensitivity to local contrast, high frequency and temporal
shift, which inspires objective quality models integrating visual features into the measured function to accord with subjective
ratings.
There are three kinds of models which are categorized with the existence of reference content, i.e., Full-reference (FR),
Reduced-reference (RR), No-reference (NR) as shown in Fig. 1. Since FR and RR model require the original video as inference,
they need additional payload to network service when inferring QoE. In contrast, NR model only uses the transmitted content for
measurement which is more efficient for conduct QoE assessment online, especially in self-adaptive system (e.g., a streaming
framework that can adjust its network configuration according to QoE evaluation). And this also boost the usage of NR model
in the context of edge computing. However, the absence of reference may lead to less accuracy in quality measurement. The
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Fig. 1. Categorization of objective models.
A. Full-reference Model
Here, we introduce three classical full-reference objective quality models: pixel-wised model, Structural Similarity (SSIM)
model and Natural Scene Statistics (NSS) model. The pros and cons of each model are specifically reviewed.
1) Pixel-wised Models: Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Peak Signal Noise Ratio (PSNR) [9] represent the pixel-wised
distortion between the source and target image. They are commonly used as the benchmark due to the simple implementation.






(yi − xi)2, (1)
where xi denotes the ith sample of the original signal, and yi is the ith sample of the distorted signal. N is the length of the
sequence.
To describe the signal with high dynamic range, PSNR is imposed in terms of the logarithmic decibel scale:




where MAX is the maximum signal energy.
But pixel-wised models only quantify the objective distortion without any global or local feature analysis, which leads that
high pixel-wised QoE index doesn’t mean good perceptual quality.
2) SSIM Models: Considering HVS’s characteristics, [16] proposed structural similarity (SSIM) to extract the structure
representation (luminance, contrast, etc.) of the content from global view and later it is extended to multi-scale version [11].
[16] validates SSIM and it variants are strongly and positively correlated to the perceptual quality. The specific format of SSIM
is shown as below,
SSIM(x,y) = [l(x,y)]


















where x denotes the original video signals, and y is marked as the distorted ones. The luminance comparison function
l(x,y), c(x,y), s(x,y) respectively calculates the luminance, contrast and structure comparison between source and distorted
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Fig. 2. video-SSIM model.
To further describe the SSIM of a sequence, video-SSIM [17] extend it with frame motion evaluation for a sequence-level
QoE estimation, as shown in Fig. 2.
SSIMij for local level is designed as a random-sampled 8x8 patch SSIM measurement according to Eq. (3). SSIMij
denotes the SSIM of jth window of ith frame:







where WY , WCb and WCr are weights of Y, Cb and Cr channels respectively.
Based on local-level SSIM, the frame-level SSIM is weighted sum of local-level SSIM of all windows in a frame, whose






where wij denotes the weights of SSIMij , and are determined as follow:
wij =

0, µx ≤ 40,
(µx − 40)/10, 40 < µx ≤ 50,
1, µx > 50,
(6)
where µx is the mean of the Y components.
Sequence-level SSIM is a weighted sum of the frame-level SSIM across all the frames. The weight of one frame is determined
by the motion with respect to the next frame. A motion-related parameter is proposed: Mi =
∑
j
mij/(16Ni), where mij denotes
the motion vector of jth window of ith frame and Ni denotes the number of windows in ith frame. The sequence-level SSIM

















mij , 0.8 < Mi ≤ 1.2,
0, Mi > 1.2,
(8)
3) NSS Models: Different from random signals, videos are natural scenes with their unique statistical information named as
naturalness [14], indicating that model based only on Shannon information fidelity is not the best choice for QoE evaluation.
When compressed, the video quality is degraded and the naturalness is destroyed by these artifacts. That is to say, if the
distorted video’s statistical information is more natural, the perceptual quality of the video is considered to be higher. NSS










Fig. 3. Distortion model in VIF.
A representative example is Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) [15].
The distorted video signal D is defined as,
D = aS + B, (9)
where S denotes source video signals. a represents a deterministic scalar gain (attenuation) field and I represents all the
spatiotemporal blocks of the video sequence. B is a stationary additive zero-mean Gaussian noise. Let T denotes test signals
processed by HVS and R denotes reference signals processed by HVS as shown in Fig. 3. Human brain extract information
from test signals and reference signals. T ,R are defined as follows:
T = D +N ,
R = S +N ′,
(10)
where N and N ′ are the noise from HVS channel. Information that can be extracted from on channel of reference signals and
































As shown in Eq. (12), VIF evaluates the visual fidelity of distorted videos.
B. Reduced-reference model
Compared to FR model, RR model only need partial features of original video to infer quality, which reducing extra payload
in transmission. In this section, we present the Packet Loss Visibility- (PLV-) based and the pixel-based RR model.
TABLE I
PLV FACTORS CATEGORIZATION
Content-independent factors content-dependent factors
temporal duration Variance of motion
Initial spatial extent Initial MSE
vertical position residual energy
1) Packet Loss Visibility: In video streaming service, packet loss induces the degradation of video quality. And different
absent packet cause various impairment levels. The packet loss at an I frame more severely damages the video quality than
packet loss at a B/P frame since I frame is a complete image and the reference of B/P frame. The major problem in PLV
based RR model is to find the position of missing packet for impairment definition. Commonly, the PLV model is extracted
with supervision of manual perceptual labels and then it could directly estimate the visibility of packet loss in a classified or
regressed way.
The degree of impairment to video quality may vary depending on the type of packet loss (e.g.,a degraded still scene is
more perceivable than a degraded moving scene). As result, the content-independent factors and content-dependent factors are
proposed and adopted as the features that determine the visibility of packet loss as shown in Table I. Content-independent
factors can be extracted from distorted videos. Content-dependent factors can be estimated with the help of reduced information
of the original videos, inserting less load to the network. [12] imposed Classification And Regression Tree (CART) to classify
the packet loss. However it’s hard to distinguish packet loss visibility near the threshold or far from the threshold. In [13],
General Linear Model (GLM) is used to predict the probability that the packet loss is visible, which is widely adopted in
further research in this field.
2) Pixel-based Model: While PLV-based model only estimates the packet loss’s visibility and couldn’t give a quantified
measurement of quality degradation, pixel-based model can quantify the degree of the degradation of video quality. Optical
flow [23] measures motion vector of objects, surfaces, and edges in a visual scene caused by the relative motion between an
observer and a scene. [22] proposed a A optical flow-based QoE model to describe the degradation from the original video to
that distorted one. Let Uk, Vk denote the kth frame’s matrix of horizontal and vertical optical flow velocities respectively. Rk












|T (R0, t)|, where t is the iteration index. During every iteration,
T (Rk, t) =↓ 2[T (Rk, t− 1) ∗ ϕ(σ)],







where ϕ(σ) is a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation σ and ↓ 2[·] is a downsampling operator. After all the iterations, a
descriptor of an optical flow map δ(Rk) is calculated:
δ(Rk) = δ(Rk, t), (15)
Let δ(Rk−ref ) and δ(Rk−test) denote the reference descriptor and the test descriptor respectively. Then a perceived quality
descriptor P is defined based on the difference of δ(Rk−ref ) and δ(Rk−test) as follows:









where E denotes the expectation.
C. No-reference Model
NR model does not require the reference to original videos for assessment and could obtain real time QoE evaluation
compared to RR and FR model.
Without having access to original videos, NR models pays more attention to measure QoE with known network parameters.
These models could be categorized into three kinds based on the usage of network, i.e., bitstream layer, packet layer models
and hybrid models that can be regarded as the mixture of other models.
1) Bitstream-layer Model: Bitstream-layer videos quality assessment is the common choice especially when videos are
decoded with limited resources. In addition to packet layer information, bitstream-layer model utilizes further information
about the encode bitstream. Compared to pixel-based model, bitstream-layer model has access to a lot more information, such
as Quantization Parameter (QP), motion vectors, bit rate and frame rate, which helps to improve the correlation between the
evaluated QoE and the quality perceived by human beings. However, more required information for a bitstream-layer model
means the higher computational complexity. For the context of edge computing, a low-complexity solution is often preferred
to evaluate QoE in a real-time manner. A classical method is exemplified as below.
QANV-PA [18] mainly focuses on estimating the QoE with Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) or User Datagram Protocol
(UDP). Unlike TCP with backoff and retransmission mechanisms, RTP/UDP based video services are far more likely to suffer
from packet loss, which is exploited in [18].
With QANV-PA, the primary analysis begins after a simple decoding of the packet and the video frame header. The obtained
information includes QP, frame type, bit-rate for each frame, lost packets, and the frame display duration. Considering the QP
may fluctuate with macroblocks in a frame, the QP extracted from the header serves as a good approximation of the average
QP of the frame, which makes it a great indicator of the video quality. Then the degradation caused purely by quantization
is independently estimated by an objective quality model. Rest of the degradation that are caused by packet loss or error
propagation is also additionally estimated. Together, the two parts of degradation are combined into the whole degradation of
frame quality. A pooling function is employed to incorporate both spatial and temporal degradation. The quality of the video
sequence is a weighted sum of the quality of each frame and the weights are determined by display time of each frame. The
nth frame’s quality that is determined by frame and coding distortion is:











where f(qn) is a linear function of QP parameters qn which is obtained from packet and video frame header. QF,C,n denotes
the packet-loss-free coded frame quality of nth frame, and the subscripts F and C denote frame and coding distortion. δT,n
and δS,n denote temporal and spatial complexity respectively. a1, a2, b1, b2, b3 are constants parameters.
Let pn denotes the degradation caused by the packet loss. Factors that determine pn include the number of frames affected
by the packet loss and the temporal complexity of nth frame δT,n. Thus, the quality of nth frame QF,n and the contribution
of nth frame to the quality of sequence QFtoS are defined as follows:










where δ′T,n = δT,n/max(δT ) is the normalized temporal complexity.
As a result, the quality of the sequence is:







where D denotes the set of successfully decoded frames, and Tn is the display time of nth frame.
2) Packet-layer Model: This type of models uses only the information from packet header for quality estimation, without
exploiting the payload information. When payloads are encrypted, packet-layer model is more suitable comparing to the
bitstream-layer model that requires the information of payloads. Since the packet-layer model does not depend on information
from payload, its computational complexity is low, enabling lightweight measurement without resorting to media. Two typical
models are introduced below.
Vq [19] estimates the quality affected by the packet loss. As the bitrate increased, Vq increased and saturated. This situation
could be approximated by a logistic function. In order to calculate Vq , the first step is to estimate the quality with no Packet
Loss (PL):




where Br denotes the bitrate and a1, a2, a3 are constant parameters. When PL ̸= 0









where a4 is a constant parameter.
Content-Adaptive Packet Layer (CAPL) model proposed in [20] is another model on the basis of the above-mentioned
bitstream-layer model, QANV-PA. Due to lack of payload information, the quality of nth frame affected by coding distortion
QF,C,n and temporal complexity δT,n have to be computed in different ways. QF,C,n and δT,n are defined as follows:







δT,n =, |RP,n/RI,n − a3|,
(23)
where a1, a2, b1, b2 are constant parameters. Rn is the average number of bit allocation for a frame in Group of Pictures (GoP).
RP,n and RI,n are the average bit allocation for the P frame and I frame in GoP respectively. The rest of flow of CAPL is
similar to QANV-PA.
3) Hybrid Model: Measurement of online streaming QoE is related to packed loss, video codec, loss recovery technique,
encoding bitrate and content characteristics. Measuring these features requires complex computation and is not suitable for
large-scale online QoE monitoring. As a result, [21] proposed rPSNR, a lightweight NR model. rPSNR bypass the complex
computation by measuring video quality against a quality benchmark that the network is expected to provide. Videos distortion
D is measured through MSE, which is defined as follows:
D = Pef(n)LD1 (24)
where Pe is the probability of packet loss event in video streaming. f(n) is the average number of slices affected by pakcet
loss; L is the number of packets used to transmit one frame; D1 is the total average distortion caused by losing a slice and
depends on the characteristics of an individual video, meaning that it may not be efficiently estimated when trying to fulfill
the real-time quality monitoring of a huge amount of streamed videos. f(n) varies with codec. Before H.264 if packet loss
happens, the frame will be discarded. More sophisticated error concealment is adopted in H.264. All slices will be decoded,
and those who are affected by the packet loss can be recovered by the help of the corresponding slices in previous slice and the
motion information got frame other slices in the same frame. The estimation of D1 depends on the error propagation caused
by loss of one slice because of coding dependencies between frames. Pe and f(n) are network-dependent factors. They are
easy to obtain from network statistics. L is determined based on the configuraion. The best way to tackle this problem is to
maintain a reference path whose QoE is already known. By comparing the quality of videos transmitted over a path with that
transmitted over a reference path, we can tell if it’s better or worse than the reference path. Relative PSNR is the difference
between the monitored path and the reference path:




rPSNR = PSNR− PSNRref , (26)
As a consequence, rPSNR is not dependent on D1, meaning that it is relatively easy to compute.
III. DATA-DRIVEN QUALITY MODEL
With the prosperous development of video streaming services, lots of data have been generated, intensifying the urge for new
understanding of video quality assessment and breakthrough in related research. Also by the assistance of booming development
in the field of machine learning (ML), researchers can process a big amount of data in many different ways. Data-riven analysis
is a learning-oriented framework for QoE estimation which is built on the basis of objective quality models (FR, RR, NR
models). Since we still cannot accurately understand and explain the mechanism of the HVS, the adoption of ML can help
researchers simulate HVS behaviors and design a more accurate model to measure QoE. These learning-oriented methods can
be categorized into three groups based on their inputs: visual-feature based models, network-feature based models, and the
hybrid models. In this section, we will introduce the three kinds of learning-oriented methods and some new challenges in
recent scenarios.
A. Visual-feature based models
It’s intuitive to adopt visual-feature as inputs of ML models designed to measure the quality of streaming videos, especially
when the reference video is available. Since a video is consisted of a series of images, it’s natural to use visual features as
inputs for the deep learning models [25]–[29].
There are certain distortions that cause deterioration of video quality: ringing effects, which appear as bands or ”ghosts” near
edges; blocking effects, which is caused by lossy compression algorithms; clipping, which is the truncation in the number of
bits of the luminance or chrominance components of the image values, and contrast. Similar to Multi-Metrics Fusion (MMF)
based models, the model presented in [27] takes four visual features as inputs: clipping, constrast, blocking4 (blocking effect
with block size 4×4), blocking8 (blocking effect with block size 8×8), then let the inputs through a neural network (NN) with
one middle hidden layer of 15 units. Since more features are adopted in this model, the performance is better than conventional
models. The output of the NN is the general QoE of the video. Though the accuracy is attained in terms of goodness of fit
R = 0.8785, the model’s generality remains a drawback, indicating a worse performance when handling videos with other
distortions.
Unlike the model in [27] using hand-crafted features, the model presented in [28] extracts frame features by a pretrained
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) which enables researchers to make use of a lot more information to measure the QoE.
Then the d × N sequence data created by the CNN is fed into an Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) network to predict
video quality, where d stands for the length of the video sequence and N is the length of frame-level deep feature vector. The
sequence-to-one regression is accomplished by a fully connected (FC) layer after the LSTM, in order to calculate the general
QoE of the video. LSTM is an artificial RNN architecture with the capability of preserving long term and short term information,
suitable for handling sequence data. CNN is proved to be efficient in extracting features. Various CNN architectures have been
proposed to improve the performance, three of which are tested in [28]: AlextNet [30], Inception-V3 [31], Inception-ResNet-V2
[32]. Judging from the test result, Inception-V3’s features perform slightly better than Inception-ResNet-V2’s features while
AlextNet’s features give significantly poorer results than other’s features.
Apart from dealing with spatial features and temporal features with CNN and RNN respectively, authors in [29] analyse
spatial and temporal patterns together in order to get more complex spatio-temporal patterns. This can be accomplished by
3D convolutions, where the first convolutional axis is along the time direction, and the second and third axes are used for the
spatial dimensions of the video frame. The model proposed in [29] is a FR one, meaning that reference video is available.
The inputs of the model are the luminance channel of distorted frames and residual frames. The residual frames are the
differences of distorted frames and reference frames. 2D CNN for spatial features extraction and 3D CNN for spatio-temporal
features extraction are used in the network, followed by one global average pooling layer and two fully connected layers for
sequence-to-one regression and calculation of the general QoE.
B. Network-feature based models
Apart from distortions introduced in videos during coding and decoding, transmission quality in the network is also a major
factor of video QoE in the context of streaming. Hence, network-feature based models are proposed to measure or predict the
QoE [33], [35], [36].
In [33], an artificial neural network (ANN) based architecture is proposed, with network delay, jitter, loss and Mean Opinion
Score (MOS) as inputs. The output of the ANN is the general QoE of the video.
In contrast, the model proposed in [35] predicts the continuous QoE, which is much more useful in the context of QoE
monitoring. The prediction of continuous QoE tends to be more difficult than general QoE, owing to relatively lacking
information and the requirement of real-time QoE evaluation. Continuous QoE is mainly determined by playback interruption
[18] and recency effect. the predictor in the model depends on non-linear autore- gressive with exogenous variables (NARX)
which can preserve previous information and handle the recency effect.
C. Hybrid models
Since the more information would lead to more accurate result, most of the models tend to utilize both visual and network
features. Though in the context of video streaming, the computation of perceptual quality of video frames often requires
great amount of resources and probably availability of reference video, researchers adopt RR-VQA or NR-VQA to bypass the
limitations [37]–[39].
Authors in [37] proposed a LSTM based model. The multi-layered multi-unit LSTM network in the model is a cascade of
several LSTM units that are stacked up to constitute LSTM layers. Features selected as inputs can be categorized as Short Time
Subjective Quality (STSQ), Playback Indicator (PI), Time Elapsed Since Last Rebuffering (TR). To reduce the computational
complexity, spatio-temporal RR entropic differences (STRRED) is selected as STSQ feature. These features help the model
learn the spatio-temporal pattern more efficiently.
Though LSTM performs better than naive RNN when dealing with sequential input, it has more parameters and need longer
time to train. As a result, temporal convolutional network (TCN) or CNN based models are proposed in [39] to improve the
performance. TCN utilizes 1D convolution where the filters exhibit only one dimension (time) instead of two dimensions (width
and height). Furthermore, 1D convolutions are well-suited for real-time tasks due to their low computational requirements.
Also, casual convolutions, a convolution layer that ensure there is no information “leakage” from future into past, is introduced
to TCN.
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE TREND
This paper presents a survey on QoE estimation of online video streaming. Subjective test is the most direct way to measure
the QoE, though with a lot of limitations. Objective quality model estimates QoE by exploiting the relation between QoE and
QoS metrics (or HVS features), relying on subjective test. With the prosperous development of video streaming service, data
mining techniques and machine learning, data-driven QoE model emerges. It is capable of coping with more features than
other models. As a result, data-driven QoE model should be the frontier of future research.
However, most of the databases nowadays are not suitable for the research in continuous QoE. As a result, more compre-
hensive database should be built. Thanks to the prosperous market of video streaming and live streaming, more and more data
would be generated. Only if all those data be categorized to form a database, scattered data is almost useless. As shown in [36],
context parameters can help to estimate QoE. Different combinations of input features and machine learning approaches can
lead to different performance. Combining the QoS parameters with features at media-level or other context parameters might
lead to a better QoE model. As for RNN-based models that foucs on memory effects of continuous QoE, the development of
RNN and its variants is promising. Adoption of better RNN variants such as SRNN could also improve the performance.
With the development of security and privacy preservation in the field of online streaming, less information is available for
QoE estimation. There are lots of researches about QoE monitoring of encrypted video streaming. Most of them are designed
for HTTPS based video streaming [40]–[45]. Majority of the models tackle the challenge of lacking metrics and information
by adopting ML for inferring key performance indicators from observable traffic patterns and statistics. However, with the
blossoming of blockchain, another way of improving security, more and more researches about video streaming via blockchain
have been conducted. Yet, there are not much work done on QoE estimation in the context of blockchain.
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